Tanning Studio Management System
Our reliable management system will
ensure you have everything you need at
your fingertips. Designed especially for
tanning salons to make your work easy and
smooth. The system is full of features that
will take a lot of weight off your shoulders,
and will save you a lot of time, so you can
focus on other aspects of your tanning
business.

The key features are the ones that will be used by you and your employees on daily basis,
therefore we will explain those first.
1. The system will allow you to run detailed customer relationships management. Simply
create a customer account. No more searching through record cards to find your customer,
plus, our system is much more precise and detailed. With help of the client cards, bar-code
scanner or even a finger-print reader you can easily find your customer in the system,
where you can see all the important information as well, such as their tan history, purchase
history, last visit and contact details.
2. You can search your products and control the stock in one click. The software will split
those into two sections: products and groups. Sell statistics will allow you to easily control
the stock. You will be able to easily identify which product is a best-seller in your tanning
shop.
3. Employees’ rota has never been easier to make! You can manage your employee’s hours
and register their work hours. Can this get even better? Of course! The software will not
allow to turn on any of the sunbeds, without leaving a mark on the system. Your employees
have to assign the session to specific customer. This will allow you to track which sunbed
was used by which client.

Administrator’s panel
1. Our system have been designed to make sure, that you can control everything that is
happening in your salon from everywhere! As long as you have internet connection, you
can log in from your phone or computer to see how things are looking. You can see every
tanning session and every single purchase made. This is to make sure you can stay on top
of everything, even while being on holiday.
2. You can make amendments and set discounts simply by logging in on your mobile phone.
You can create new promotions like free tanning sessions or discount at specific time and
date. The possibilities are endless, and as soon as you set it, they will be automatically
communicated to the system in your tanning studio.
3. With this system, controlling your reports is just a pleasure! From Daily, periodical and
yearly statistics for each employee, purchase history, live generated statistics to statistics in
charts for workers, sales and customers. You can track absolutely everything from
anywhere, and most importantly, this will allow you to identify which employee needs e.g.
more training on lotions importance/sales!

General features
1. The system will give you the ability to link customers’ cards with your website. You can
embed automatic checks of customer card status. It will show purchased cosmetics, current
card balance, and last tanning time.
2. All information from your system are being saved safely on the software. In any unlucky
instance of computer damage or theft, the information is all secured (SSL) and accessible
on web administration.
3. The system is very user friendly and managing is extremely clear and uncomplicated. We
will of course provide you with a guide and instruction on how to use it. On top of that, our
team will give you a training after system installation, to make sure you feel 100% confident
with all its features.

Customers’ benefits
1. There is an option to connect 3 different screens. One for you and your employees, which
you can serve the customers through. Second can be a smaller one by the reception, which
will show the customers their cart – sum to pay, products, prices, discounts and balance.
The third one will show all available sunbeds in your tanning shop and will tell your client
which sunbed is available now, which one is in use, the queue and how long is the waittime.
This will definitely add prestige and professionalism to your salon, but will also make your
customer’s experience much better! Wait… there is more! There is a spot for interactive
advertisement on that screen as well! You can customize the background of the screen
yourself. You can display anything you like. Most salons so for their logo and some tanning
tips, or a short advertisement video/flash animation. Again, the possibilities are endless.
2. Soon there will be an app available to download for you customers with many amazing
features. You will be able to send advertisements to your customers through the app too.
This way, your clients will be able to immediately know about your latest offers.
3. The system will add/take away the minutes purchased and spent by your customers. Let
the system do the calculations for you, and… This means no more lost course cards by our
customers.

Tanning Studio Management system is an innovation and
will allow you to take your business to the next level. The
system contains everything you need to run successful
tanning business and is a great addition in your salon. If
you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact us on:
sales@bestsunbeds.co.uk / 01865 718485.

We hope you found this helpful, and we are looking forward
to hear from you!

Best Sunbeds Ltd Team

